Theory-based Evaluation: Options
and choices for practitioners
In-house course for the Welsh Government
Prof. David Parsons (drdj.parsons@gmail.com)



Six content sessions over two mornings



A group (breakout) exercise each day



Workshops packs & some starter resources



Advice on further reading and guidance



Plenary discussions; Q&A



Close at 13.15 pm

Day 1 - am:






Introduction: What is
TBE; how is it different?
Module 1 Making a case
for TBE (unpicking
complexity & causality)

Module 2: Putting
together a ‘theory’
platform

Day 2 - am:


Module 3 Co-production
& engagement



Module 4: Putting the
theory into practice:

 Theory into evidence needs
 Analysis and scrutiny



Wrap up: Practical
guidance and some
further reading.

Lets take a step back …
What does evaluation look at?
How?

Challenge
or
‘problem’
to be
addressed

Intervention
inputs

Activities

Outputs

Early
outcomes

Eventual
impacts

Type of
evaluation

Process

Impact

Economic

Meta

Intervention focus

What’s assessed for the intervention

Inputs,
activities,
outputs
Outcomes and
impacts

Exploring processes and
achievement(s)
Measure/estimate direct & indirect
‘consequential change’+ how
achieved + ‘causality’

Inputs/outputs, Measure/estimates costs OR costeffectiveness OR cost-benefit
outcomes
achieved from intervention
(impacts?)

?

Bringing together a number of
related evaluations to derive an
overview or summary conclusion

Use deterministic methods to measure or
estimate ‘how much’ + causality (counterfactual):


Quantitative measurement of ‘net’ impacts



Rooted in ‘scientific method’ (experimentation)



Deductive (statistical) measurement of causality via:
 Experimental (RCT)
 Quasi-experimental with
 Non-experimental (eg before & after).



They have been around a long time



Simple ‘comparative’ paradigm



Tried & trusted.

BUT add little to understanding impacts AND
ill-fitted to multi-influence contexts.

“TBE regards the programme as a ‘conjunction’ of
causes that follows a sequence. It follows the
pathway of a programme from its initiation through
various causal links in a chain of implementation,
until intended outcomes are reached. The process
is built around a ‘theory’ – a set of assumptions
about how an intervention achieves its goals and
under what conditions.”

(Stern et al, 2012)

Unpick impacts as a conjunction of causes by
sequentially following an intervention through:
Conceptualisation and initiation
Causal links (cause-effect chain)
Testing assumptions behind outcomes
Explanation (how get to goals?)

Emphasising understanding over causal
measurement by inductive analysis via:


Systematically testing causal chain – intervention
‘logic’



Using a ‘theory-base’ to test how causal chain leads
to impacts (against expectations)



Deep interrogation of conditions behind achievement
of impacts



Assessing how (and how much) an intervention works
against assumptions & expectations of it.



Better understanding of the internal and
external interactions behind ‘how’ it works



AND … why (why not), when, under what



BUT it can also look at ‘how much’ & perhaps

conditions, what enablers/constraints … etc

a ‘counterfactual’ (embedding a QED design).



Impact evaluation in societally-based) ‘systems’ and
where interventions are …
 Taking place in ‘complex’ settings (where internal and external
influences interact … and may be volatile or unpredictable)
 Novel activities where (likely) outcomes are emergent, often
uncertain and where there are ‘unknown unknowns’
 Innovative actions with uncertain unintended consequences.

So … if evaluating something complex, new, risky, with
uncertain effects (effectiveness) … TBE may be for you!

Very early theoretical roots … Hume, 1739 (?):


Constructivist thinking (70s) … leading to Chen & Rossi (’81)
and 4th Generation evaluation (Lincoln & Guba, ‘89)



Programme Theory - Chen’s ‘theory-driven’ evaluation (‘90)



Carol Weiss introduced Theory-Based Evaluation in ‘97



Pawson & Tilley set out Realistic Evaluation also in ‘97+).

And since … various amplifications, refinements and
modifications (Leuuw; Stern; etc).

Wide TBE literature … strong on evaluation
philosophising, but:


Ambiguous … conflicting theory-based ‘theorists’



Weak consensus - no common ‘practice’ pathway



Practitioner confusion - ‘rival’ methods and terminology



Elitist – non proportionate ‘must do’ methods



Limited cross-conceptual, consistent guidance.

So how?

Block 1: Make the case (unpicking cause & causality)

Block 2: Build the ‘theory platform’

Block 3: Co-production and engagement

Block 4: Implement … put the ‘theory’ into practice

Proportionate Theory-Based Evaluation

Unpicking causes and causality

“Evaluation scored bottom of both
‘ministers’ and ‘civil servants’
assessment of how policy making
measured up against the characteristics
of good policy making”.
Institute of Government, Policy Making in the Real World
(2011)

What holds back policy makers
from making more use of TBE?
Your thoughts?

To better use TBE we first
need to make a case for it!

TBE is not THE new evaluation paradigm; it is a
choice – and choice is (best) determined by:
ARE USERS READY FOR IT … User
comprehension and confidence.
DOES IT FIT … Fitness for (a specific)
context AND purpose

Where ‘fitness’ is related to evaluation needs +
intervention’s ‘causal’ circumstances.

‘Successional’
‘Configurational’
‘Generational’

Deterministic causality … input A leads to outcome B (all
other things being equal) …


Roots with Hume (1739) & ‘age of reason’



Direct observable relationship of (internal) cause and effect



Reducable to direct measurement of ‘effect’ (impact)



Non-intervention (external) influences excluded by design.

Causality determined through controlled sequence of ‘labstyle’ observations to measure impact + attribution.

Intervention in (more) complex settings where
effects will be influenced externally, and where
…


No unified cause-effect relationship



Effects will be caused cumulatively by interaction of
internal and external influences



External influences are known and can be isolated
(analytically) to demonstrate internal effects.

BUT … to do that external influences need to be
able to be identified, isolated and measureable.

Causality is influenced by the inter-action of internal and
multiple external ‘systems’ effects (Harre, ’72) …


Some (many) impact influences may not be known or
identifiable – internal and external



Some influences may not be able to be ’controlled’ or capable
of direct measurement



Inter-actions between internal and external influences may be
poorly (or not) understood



Influences likely to be concomitant (Mills, 1961) and/or
volatile (eg changing (external) intervention circumstances).

So causal understanding is irreducible to measuring an
interventions component parts; needs a systems view!

Well fitted to situations where generative/composite
causation is anticipated … and where:


The intervention takes place in complex ‘systems’



Internal and external influences cannot be confidently
anticipated (or measured)



Internal-external causes are poorly understood, concomitant
or volatile.

But TBE approaches can fit only where ‘users’ are
confident they can add value … so how?

Start with the rationale for the intervention &
the ‘what works’ information needed …


1. Explain to users the value of combining:
Causal measurement of ‘how much’ can be attributed with
Causal understanding of ‘how’, ‘why’, ‘what constraints’.



2. Demonstrate causal complexity (… put a name to
it – successional, configurative, generational?)



3. Set out what’s known & unknown about likely
impact influences other than the intervention itself
… AND

And also …




4. Explain that unsound assumptions or expectations of
the intervention will affect efficiency/impacts
5. Show how standalone or integrated TBE tests
‘intervention logic’ to show how to modify/improve it to
raise intervention performance.

And above all bring ‘users’ with you to shape
and manage their expectations.

A novel approach to asylum seeker (pre ‘status’)
support:


One of four EU-funded asylum integration projects
(Netherlands x 2, Italy, France)



Evaluation to show utility, impacts, transferability



Single ‘neighbourhood-based’ centre but multiple
stakeholders, novel, no control on Mi, resident
routing, uncertain internal and external effects.

A TBE was (eventually) agreed and conducted.

Opening the (intervention) black box

The ‘theory’ of an intervention will have
hidden depths and complexities, so:




How much of the black box is opened up (and how
it is presented) depends on circumstances
Organisation’s ability to absorb the ‘theory-base
will vary (greatly)
Theory setting needs to relate to both intervention
AND its context.

So a layered approach to TBE ( see RESOURCE
B) might see the theory base set by either …

A&E
Profiling

• Broad intervention expectations

Logic
mapping

• Intervention sequence (delivery)

Theory of
change

• Light-touch & contextualising

• Output/outcome expectations

• Assumed context, why & how
• Expected causal mechanisms
• Anticipated cause-effect risks

Documentary review to set out ‘why’ & ‘how’ by:








Programme/policy; budgetary justification proposal(s)
Business case statements or scenario(s)
Project implementation document (PID)
Baseline/benchmarking info. (eg past research)
Other ‘start-up’ documentation.

Maybe supplement with gap filling policy/planning
interviews, etc.

But unlikely to say much about mechanisms,
‘hidden’ or unconscious assumptions or risks.

A 2nd level theory platform ‘logic mapping’ the
intervention component parts:


Logic mapping (logic charts, logic maps, logic models,
etc) increasingly used by policy/programme teams



May already be available (pre-evaluation) … although
may need embellishment



Good on expectations of mechanics and sequence



But not strong on intervention assumptions, interrelationships or risks)

Widely recognised, easily absorbed, clear
sequencing …. but can only be a partial ToC.

Problem,
issue,
challenge

The
problem

What is
needed
to start
the
intervention?

What
activities
will inputs
put in
place?

What will
these
activities
deliver?

Inputs

Activities

Outputs

What short
term
changes?
Any likely
indirect
changes?

Outcomes

What longer
term ‘direct’
impacts are
expected?

Impact

Takes account of intervention logic & sequencing …
but goes much further to:







Provide a more contextualised approach to rationalising what the
intervention is about
Say more about underpinning expectations AND a lot more about
‘working’ assumptions
Surface unconscious and hidden assumptions behind how its
meant to work
Set out expected ‘mechanisms’ of causality – and how they are
meant to inter-relate
Takes account of likely A & E risks and rigidities.

A tangible and testable why and how causal chain for
the planned effectiveness of the intervention.

No standardised approach … typically a causal chain
‘systems’ description needs to include (at a minimum):


CONTEXT – what is the interventions ‘embedded’



EXPECTATIONS – what outcomes to be achieved?



ASSUMPTIONS – what transformational mechanisms are



RISKS – what are the likely impediment to transformation?

environment?

needed?

This a C-E-As–R profile - it’s a tall order; what’s in it?

Elements

ToC
descriptor

ToC content example

Context

Nature & situation
of problem being
addressed and
mechanisms
thought to cause it

•

Scale, scoping (audience, targets, etc), etc

•

Action ‘gap’, effects, costs and consequences

•

What causal factors or combinations behind
the problem (or ineffective past practice)

Elements

ToC
descriptor

ToC content example

Context

Nature & situation of
problem being
addressed and
mechanisms thought
to cause it

•

Scale, scoping (audience, targets, etc), etc

•

Action ‘gap’, effects, costs and consequences

•

What causal factors or combinations behind the
problem (or ineffective past practice)

Consequential
changes expected
from intervention

•

Early ‘measureable’ outcomes

•

Intermediate outcomes (transitional to longer
term changes)

•

Longer term impacts expected

•

Any likely knock-on effects

Expectations

Elements

ToC
descriptor

ToC content example

Context

Nature & situation of
problem being
addressed and
mechanisms thought
to cause it

•

Scale, scoping (audience, targets, etc), etc

•

Action ‘gap’, effects, costs and consequences

•

What causal factors or combinations behind the
problem (or ineffective past practice)

Consequential
changes expected
from intervention

•
•
•
•

Early ‘measureable’ outcomes
Intermediate outcomes (transitional to longer term
changes)
Longer term impacts expected
Any likely knock-on effects

•

Working assumptions of assumed causal chain

•

What is anticipated transformation process and
sequencing (inputs to outcomes)

•

How use/respond to enablers/dis-enablers

•

How to reach, recruit & engage audience(s),
etc.

Expectations

Assumptions

Tangible and
hidden
assumptions
underpinning
intervention

Elements

ToC
descriptor

ToC content example

Context

Nature & situation of
problem being
addressed and
mechanisms thought
to cause it

•

Scale, scoping (audience, targets, etc), etc

•

Action ‘gap’, effects, costs and consequences

•

What causal factors or combinations behind the
problem (or ineffective past practice)

Consequential
changes expected
from intervention

•
•

Early ‘measureable’ outcomes
Intermediate outcomes (transitional to longer term
changes)
Longer term impacts expected
Any likely knock-on effects

Expectations

•
•
Assumptions

Risks

Tangible and hidden
assumptions
underpinning
intervention

•
•

What are the likely
A&E disrupters

•

What are the likely potential risks to the
intervention working as expected

•

What could impair expected causal chain

•

What could constrain expected inter-play of
mechanisms, etc.

•
•

Working assumptions of assumed causal chain
What is anticipated transformation process and
sequencing (inputs to outcomes)
How use/respond to enablers/dis-enablers
How to reach, recruit & engage audience(s), etc.

Elements

ToC
descriptor

ToC content example

Context

Nature & situation
of problem being
addressed and
mechanisms
thought to cause it

•

Scale, scoping (audience, targets, etc), etc

•

Action ‘gap’, effects, costs and consequences

•

What causal factors or combinations behind the
problem (or ineffective past practice)

Consequential
changes expected
from intervention

•
•

Early ‘measureable’ outcomes
Intermediate outcomes (transitional to longer
term changes)
Longer term impacts expected
AND any likely knock-on effects

Expectations

•
•

Assumptions

Risks

Tangible and
hidden
assumptions
underpinning
intervention

•
•

What are the likely
A&E disrupters

•

•
•

•
•

Working assumptions of assumed causal chain
What is anticipated transformation process and
sequencing (inputs to outcomes)
How use/respond to enablers/dis-enablers
How to reach, recruit & engage audience(s), etc.
What are the likely potential risks to the
intervention working as expected
What could impair expected causal chain
What could constrain expected inter-play of
mechanisms, etc.

There is no standardised approach to a ToC; all
try to map the assumed causal ‘system’ & where:


The key to any ToC is taking time … and attention to detail



The ‘Context – Mechanisms – Outcomes’ (CMO)
configuration is also well known (Realist)…



‘CEAsR’ does the same thing – but ensures a bit more of the
necessary detail.

AND the devil is in the detail … you will not get it
right first time or by yourself … so how?

Ideas building
method

Likely content and approach …

Mental model
mapping

 Individual or group review across different stakeholders

Back-casting

 Process modelling a ‘reverse pathway’ from
intended/desirable outcomes to the current situation

 How do they understand why an intervention is needed;
how it is likely to work; what deterrence or risks?

 Determining key change (staged) processes needed to
achieve pathway

Group ‘theory’  Group building a model of CEAsR elements and interrelationships (eg using; synthesising sticky notes)
building
 Forward passing to check ‘logic’ and coherence
 Backward passing to check for gaps/uncertainties.








1.
2.
3.

Regulator to introduce a Multi-Operator Self Exclusion
Scheme (MOSES) across gambling sector
Aim to provide a voluntary registration scheme for self
exclusion to contribute to reduced harms from problem
gambling
Complexity in demonstrating MOSES effects/effectiveness
(misc. internal + external influences) to be unpicked via a
TBE planned … which needs a solid ToC

Exercise:

Review scenario (provided) and from this …
Make a preliminary assessment of expectations and
assumptions (for ToC)
Report back to plenary session.

Start theory building early (pre TBE design); and watch out for:


Lacking or rushing firm foundations (a solid ‘1st’ theory start)



Lack of detail or structure to content (CEAsR elements)



Lacking progressive development – it will not be right first time



Too much ‘internal’ focus (it must also embrace ‘external’ influences)



Too much attention on ‘tangible’ assumptions and expectation



Failure to look at likely risks, uncertainties and theory gaps (knowing
what you don’t know).



Lack of ‘good’ stakeholder engagement – right ‘people’ – right modes
- right time (MORE LATER).

And it needs ‘smart’ expression which is comprehensible to users
and others helping to test it.

Needs to be geared to organisational & stakeholder
context (absorption), but …







It will not be simple but don’t overcomplicate it
Keep any graphics & content ‘relationships’ simple
Combine a summary (ToC graphic) AND a narrative for
each CEAsR element … see RESOURCE ‘D’
Use ‘lowest common denominator’ language
Be transparent about the known gaps/uncertainties.

Above all, remember it’s a tool not a thesis!

 Module

3 Co-production & engagement

 Module

4: Putting the theory into practice

 Wrap

up: Practical guidance and some
further reading.

Welcome back


Two modules today + 1 more exercise



BUT FIRST …

Using collaborative approaches for effective TBE

Evaluator doesn’t have a monopoly on wisdom, and:


Evaluator may have limited knowledge of intervention roots and
rationale (or alternative causes of effects)



Some ‘theory’ elements will be implicit/hidden – more brains are better
than one in finding them



TBEs inductive approaches are stronger with effective (and early)
stakeholder engagement



Intervention ‘theory’ is developed progressively (incrementally) …
needs ‘external’ testing

And … stakeholder scrutiny can add to credibility and
confidence in TBE – and use of findings.

Great ideas … but what are likely snags
to ‘good’ co-production & engagement?
What’s your ideas or experience on snags?

Contributes scene setting knowledge for ‘context’
Provides different views on content of theory elements
(expectations- assumptions – risks)
Provides also a breadth of critical thinking and scrutiny
to ‘test’ theory

Establishes foundations for ‘theory’ credibility

AND quality of engagement – right time – right brains –
right process, underpins quality of coproduction.

WHAT ON …

WHO …

A designed, conscious &
managed focus on contribution
by knowledgeable others:








Programme managers
Senior practitioners
Academics/researchers
Other ‘scrutinising-potential’
experts/stakeholders
Issue’/interest group reps
Etc.

And possibly also end-user
representative bodies.



Initial context scanning (full & fit
‘environmental’ foundation)



Formative A&E review to input to
theory platform



Constructive critical review of
theory platform; sign off (?)



Commenting on (iterative)
refinement/revision of ToC



Scrutinising TBE findings for
alternative explanations



Identification of emerging
risks/context changes, etc.

Transparent, open, and task focussed (critical)
review through:
1st Tier: facilitated and small group working:





F2F workshops;
Structured ‘soap box’ events
On-line panel discussions
Other ‘deliberative review’ event(s)

2nd Tier (wider):





Structured requests for (individual) comments
Stakeholder (semi-structured) interviews (F2F, telephone,
skype)
Restricted invitation or open consultation.

Inappropriate breadth, selections or process through:






Co-production focus on engagement thru ‘representation’ not
‘knowledge’
Co-production being too wide or poorly facilitated
Engagement being too narrow or poorly co-ordinated
Co-production and/or engagement lacking transparency

AND ALSO:
 Unclear feedback, timing or pathways
 Weak or unfocussed mediation for inputs
 Unrealistic expectations of s’holder inputs.

And don’t forget - lack of attention to sustaining the
momentum for (retained) external engagement.

A TBE on the ‘MOSES’ scheme to reduce gambling harms (as Exercise
1) needs a co-production approach AND open, wide and active
stakeholder engagement.

Co-production involvement has already been agreed but an
engagement plan for external stakeholder involvement is needed now.
External engagement is expected to be appropriately broadly-based,
centred on key stakeholders but not over-burdening ‘key people’.
There is no provision for time/travel costs of stakeholder contributions
inputs.
The group exercise will:
1. Review needs for a proportionate approach to external
stakeholder engagement
2. Prepare a loose TBE engagement plan (which stakeholders, what
engagement methods, how they will contribute to the TBE and when.

Theory

Evaluation

Practical approaches to fit for purpose TBE

“Collate and collect evidence to test the theory”
… by determining:
4.1 What evidence is needed for ‘testing’; how
to collect it (proportionally)?
4.2 How to analyse and interpret the evidence?

From the conceptual to the empirical … and
making sense of it!



Conceptual

Developing a theory-base
setting out anticipated
causal/transformation chain:
 Context of intervention
 Mechanisms behind problem
 Expectations of early,
intermediate and long-term
changes
 Transformational
assumptions
 Anticipated risks to
transformation/change.
Making sure it is transparent and
testable (by scrutiny)

Empirical
Evidence-based analysis of the
causal model to:


Test and scrutinise the
intervention ‘logic’



Assess what is it about the
programme that makes it work



Validate, invalidate or revise the
model.

To provide the intervention with
evidence-based critical review of
expectations and assumptions …
and learning for improvement.

‘Theory’ translates to evidence needs by establishing:
What is in the intervention ‘black box’?

How will ‘cause’ (mechanisms) translate to ‘effect’ (impacts)?
 What are the anticipated interactions of the ‘internal’
mechanisms?
 What are the contextual (external) ‘known’ influences?
 How do the internal and (known) external influences interact?

What are the knowledge gaps & ‘unknowns’ to account for?

And not forgetting the ‘risks’ to be factored in.

Theory ‘translation’ sets out the empirical focus for
unpicking the interaction of ‘processes’ and ‘impacts’:
What are the critical ‘internal’ working mechanisms
(assumptions) to test, and when?
What are the assumed ‘internal – external’ and context interdependencies to test, and when?
What impacts (expectations) to target, how and when (trigger
points?). NB Not forgetting any ‘transitional’ outcomes.
What potential disturbances need to be accounted for?

And from this the specific ‘need to know’ issues (RQs)
to test the intervention theory … the empirical focus.

An objectives-driven, sharp focus for evidence through:



Mixed mode ‘theory-testing’ … quant and quali data
Combining secondary evidence (Mi) with gap filling ‘primary’:











Interviews, focus groups
Surveys (and ‘open’ question evidence)
Case studies incl. participative inquiry
Deliberative review
Observational data, etc.

Tri-angulation of (confirmatory) evidence gathering methods
A strong participatory focus (participant, providers, practitioners etc)
Internal & external context monitoring evidence.

So … same ‘methods’ as for ‘normal’ impact evaluation
– but a different analytical focus.

So much for the evidence to
be collected (and how)
What of its interpretation and
analysis …

What do you think needs to
be done differently for a
TBE analysis to work?

CONTEXT

Intervention back story/baseline

ASSUMPTION

How intervention processes worked?

EXPECTATIONS

What was actually achieved?

ASSUMPTIONS &
EXPECTATIONS

What can be learnt – changed logic +
improved intervention processes

RISKS

What disruption/disturbance?; how
mitigate in the future?

Going beyond measurement and conventional
‘understanding’ (contrasts/determinants) by:


Back-casting evidence against ‘theory’ …









What outcome-transformation effects fit the theory-base? What didn’t?
Did the causal-chain hold up; what didn’t & why?
Did the internal and internal-external dependencies act as assumed?
How were process impediments (failures?) countered; what’s to be learnt?
How did the assumed risks affect outcomes; what others emerged?
Etc.

Always looking for alternative explanations to probe for theory gaps,
weaknesses … and explanation

AND … external scrutiny of ‘analysis’ … to establish what can be
learnt to improve the working model and intervention.

Contribution Analysis
 Process Tracing


And also (see Resource E):







Qualitative Comparative Analysis
Bayesian Updating
Contribution Tracing
Most significant change



Brainchild of John Mayne - evolved from ‘Realistic
Evaluation’ principles



Bred from (Canadian) public sector impact evaluation
needs



Qualitative assessment likely quality of attribution of
impact(s) to intervention(s)



Practical approach to intensifying analysis looking at
contribution to identified impacts



Well suited to reviewing casual chain in complex
environments.



Step 1: Set out the cause-effect issue to be addressed



Step 2: Develop the theory base (causal chain)



Step 3: Assess the resulting ‘contribution story’



Step 4: Gather existing evidence on the cause-effect chain



Step 5: Re-assess contribution story … & challenges to it



Step 6: Seek out additional empirical evidence:



Step 7: Revise and strengthen the contribution story.

 Key informant interviews to test theory/alternative explanations
 Engaged actor interviews
 Focus groups, workshops
 Intervention/transformation case studies, etc.



Uses small-scale in-depth case study(s)



Well suited to unpicking ‘whole system’ effects
on observed impacts



To support causal assessment can use:



With spin off value for:

Tracking forward, or
Tracking back methods

Understanding determinants of impacts (what works)
Putting a face to impacts
Impact illustration

Scrutiny to give insights, explanation and support
to learning about the intervention … looking at:










Intervention effectiveness (outcomes) and ‘assessed’ causality
Efficacy discontinuities & breakdowns
Poor implementation and internal/external causes
Unexpected outcomes, influences or disturbance
Unsuitable context or context adjustment
Broader theory disruption or failure
Alternative explanations (from different perspectives).

Scrutiny improves explanation & learning – to help
refine theory and prepare for action/improvement.

There is not a lot but look at:




Magenta … 2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/themagenta-book

Better Evaluation – network sharing information to
improve practical evaluation:

www.betterevaluation.org/en/evaluation-options


CECAN, Effective Policy and Practice Notes (EPPNs):
download from: https://cecan.ac.uk/resources
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